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Abstract
Soft tissue stiffness was shown to significantly change after thermal ablation.
To better understand this phenomenon, the study aims (1) to quantify and
explain the temperature dependence of soft tissue stiffness for different organs,
(2) to investigate the potential relationship between stiffness changes and
thermal dose and (3) to study the reversibility or irreversibility of stiffness
changes. Ex vivo bovine liver and muscle samples (N = 3 and N = 20,
respectively) were slowly heated and cooled down into a thermally controlled
saline bath. Temperatures were assessed by thermocouples. Sample stiffness
(shear modulus) was provided by the quantitative supersonic shear imaging
technique. Changes in liver stiffness are observed only after 45 ◦C. In contrast,
between 25 ◦C and 65 ◦C, muscle stiffness varies in four successive steps that
are consistent with the thermally induced proteins denaturation reported in
the literature. After a 6 h long heating and cooling process, the final muscle
stiffness can be either smaller or bigger than the initial one, depending on the
stiffness at the end of the heating. Another important result is that stiffness
changes are linked to thermal dose. Given the high sensitivity of ultrasound to
protein denaturation, this study gives promising prospects for the development
of ultrasound-guided HIFU systems.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

There has been increasing interest in high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) for thermal
ablation of tumors because this technique can non-invasively treat small and deep targets
without injury to the surrounding tissue. However, there are currently few methods for
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real-time monitoring of the therapy. Direct assessment of the temperature has been proposed
using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Thanks to the ability of MR to provide temperature
maps with good accuracy every few seconds, this technique has been implemented clinically
and used successfully for the treatment of uterine fibroids (Cline et al 1994, Rieke and Pauly
2008). This approach is to date considered as the ‘gold standard’ for the monitoring of
HIFU treatments as it provides an experimental way to assess temperature elevation and
the cumulative thermal dose. However, MR thermometry is not totally free of drawbacks.
Although it is unavoidable for high precision applications such as brain therapy, the clinical
use of MRI is limited by its cost, in particular for applications such as liver RF ablation or
other common thermal ablation treatments.

Parallel to MR thermometry, ultrasound-based methods were proposed to map temperature
elevation in tissues. All these approaches are based on changes in acoustical properties (speed
of sound or attenuation). Ultrasound-based thermometry (Anan and Kaczkowski 2008, Curiel
et al 2009, Maass-Moreno et al 1996, Miller et al 2002, Pernot et al 2004, Seip and Ebbini
1995, Simon et al 1998) has been proven to detect in vitro HIFU lesions, but it still suffers
limitations that should be overcome to be usable in practical in vivo clinical conditions.
Two limitations are currently limiting its dissemination. First, this approach is extremely
sensitive to motion artifacts: the general concept for temperature changes estimation lies in
the assessment of apparent tissue displacements due to sound speed changes and thermal
expansion. Second, the temperature dependence of sound speed is very small (typically
1 m s−1 ◦C−1) as it is mainly due, in the 37–50 ◦C range, to the temperature dependence of the
bulk modulus K. It results in very small apparent tissue displacements of a few microns.

However, the mechanical behavior of human tissue is not only characterized by the bulk
modulus K (inverse of the compressibility κ = 1/K) but also by the shear modulus μ. K is
almost uniform (less than 5% fluctuations) in all soft tissues with typical values of ∼1 GPa.
Moreover, K does not change significantly with pathology or temperature changes, as it is
defined mainly by molecular composition of tissue and short range molecular interaction.
Since most soft tissues are about 80% made of water, it is not much different from the water
bulk modulus. In contrast, μ is very small with typical values of some kPa and it strongly
varies from one organ to the other. Bulk and shear moduli are directly linked to stiffness
characterized by Young’s modulus E via the relationship

E = 9Kμ

3K + μ
. (1)

Soft human tissues are mainly characterized by the fact that K is huge in comparison
with μ. This property is a kind of definition of ‘soft solids’ and human soft tissues belong
to this category. It straightforwardly implies a well-known link between stiffness E and the
shear modulus μ: E = 3μ. μ is defined by cellular but also interestingly by higher levels of
structural organization of tissue, and consequently, it can be greatly affected by pathological
or physiological changes in tissue structure. As it strongly affects the tissue structure, thermal
necrosis of a soft tissue should result in a dramatic change of tissue shear modulus.

Therefore, another approach for HIFU treatment monitoring consists in the assessment of
lesion stiffness changes with temperature. This hypothesis was verified by Ophir et al (1991)
using static elastography. In their study, local strain was found to be significantly smaller in
thermally ablated lesions than in surrounding untreated tissues. 2D elastograms (images of
local tissue strain) were performed during a static compression and revealed the shape of the
ablated region.

In 2004, Bercoff et al (2004b) proposed to use the supersonic shear imaging technique
for the quantitative and real-time imaging of tissue stiffness. Supersonic shear imaging (SSI)
is an ultrasound-based technique that provides quantitative shear modulus mapping of soft
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media. The basic principles of the method were previously described (Bercoff et al 2004b,
Muller et al 2009, Tanter et al 2008). Briefly, an acoustic radiation force is remotely induced
in tissue using a short (∼100 μs) burst of focused ultrasound to create a low-frequency shear
wave in the medium. Then, images of the propagation of the resulting transient shear waves
are made at an ultrahigh frame rate (up to 10 000 images s−1), from which the elasticity map
is recovered by solving a local inverse problem. This method was applied for the diagnosis of
breast cancer (Tanter et al 2008) and for the assessment of liver or muscle stiffness (Muller
et al 2009). Furthermore, the potential interest of this quantitative method for thermal necrosis
was evaluated by Bercoff et al (2004a). The SSI approach was found to be able to image the
quantitative stiffness of in vitro HIFU ablated regions and exhibit three to four times stiffer
values in the post-treatment lesions. However, beyond such ‘proof of concept’ experiments,
there is a real need to better explain the temperature dependence of stiffness in order to
understand if stiffness changes could be a reliable parameter for the control of tissue damages
induced by thermal ablation.

The temperature dependence of the Young’s modulus of soft tissues was revealed by
Apter (1972). The collagen denaturation was responsible for irreversible stiffness changes;
with increasing temperature, collagen fibers gain enough energy to overcome the state of an
irreversible transformation from a helical-ordered state to a random-like structure (Lepetit
et al 2000, Wall et al 1999, Wright and Humphrey 2002). This transformation is assumed
to begin at about 60 ◦C (Lepetit et al 2000, Wall et al 1999, Wright and Humphrey 2002).
The thermomechanics of one collagen fiber follows an Arrhenius equation. However, at the
tissue level, there is currently no globally accepted thermomechanical model that describes the
changes of the shear modulus with temperature because of the complex interactions between
fibers (Lepetit et al 2000, Lepetit 2007). The most complete study was conducted by Wu
et al (2001) who had identified three patterns: (1) a reversible decrease of the shear modulus
with increasing temperature between 20 ◦C and 60 ◦C, (2) an irreversible increase around
60 ◦C corresponding to the threshold of denaturation and (3) a reversible increase of the shear
modulus during cooling for tissues that undergone an irreversible thermal damage. These
patterns have been observed using magnetic resonance elastography, which has the limitations
of MRI.

It has been shown by Sapareto and Dewey (1984) that cellular death is linked to the history
of heating, i.e. linked to temperature and time, via the so-called thermal dose. This empirical
definition is widely used in ultrasonic thermal ablation and hyperthermia. Of particular
interest could be the relationship between thermal dose and the changes of tissue stiffness
during heating, which reflects both cellular and macro level tissue structural changes.

Hence, the study first aims to quantify and explain the temperature dependence of the
shear modulus of both isotropic and anisotropic ex vivo tissues (bovine liver and bovine muscle,
respectively). Second, taking benefit of the quantitative assessment of tissue stiffness provided
by SSI, this article aims to investigate the potential relationship between elasticity changes and
thermal dose. Third, it aims to study the reversibility or irreversibility of the thermal effects
on ex vivo tissue mechanical properties.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Specimens

Three samples from 1 bovine liver (from butcher shop) and 19 samples from 14 bovine
muscles (rump roast beef from a butcher shop) were considered. The samples were pseudo-
parallelepipeds whose dimensions ranged between 80 × 40 × 20 and 100 × 90 × 50 mm3. One
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(A) (C)
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Figure 1. (A) Experimental set up. (B) Typical B-mode image. (C) Typical stiffness map and
region of interest chosen for the shear modulus calculation.

liver sample was tested the day it was bought, and the two others were tested 48 h later. The
muscular specimens were tested the day they were bought or at most the day after. Information
about the preservation of the tissue was not available. Specimens were not degassed.

2.2. Temperature assessment

The samples were slowly warmed up and cooled down into a thermally controlled saline bath
(figure 1(A)) (thermal unit: Ministat 125, Hueber). Three thermocouples (type J, accuracy =
1.5 ◦C), connected to a multichannel acquisition board (Sensoray Model 7409TB), were used
to assess temperatures every minute. One thermocouple was placed into the bath, and the two
others were placed into the bovine samples at two distant points. The temperature distribution
was quite homogeneous (variance of temperature within the sample less than 2 ◦C). In the
following, the temperature within the sample is the average of the two measures.

2.3. Supersonic shear imaging sequence

Local stiffness was assessed using a conventional ultrasonic probe (L7-4, ATL, Seattle, USA)
with 128 elements at 5 MHz central frequency and 0.3 mm pitch, driven by an ultrasound
research system (V1, Supersonic Imagine, Aix-en-Provence, France). By successively
focusing the ultrasonic ‘pushing’ beam for 200 μs at different depths (7, 14, 21 and 28 mm),
a supersonic shear source, which moved faster than the shear waves, was created. All resulting
shear waves interfered constructively along a Mach cone creating two quasi-plane shear wave
fronts propagating in opposite directions. Then, images of the propagation of the resulting
transient plane shear waves were made at 5000 frames s−1. Indeed, as shear waves propagate
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through the medium in a few tens of milliseconds, frame rates of a few kilohertz are needed to
catch their propagation. Such a frame rate, not reachable with standard ultrasound devices, is
possible with the SSI ultrafast scanner as it reduces the emitting mode to a single plane wave
insonification. After the acquisition of radiofrequency signals at an ultrafast frame rate, the
data were transferred to a computer and a beamforming algorithm applied to the data enabled
to build final ultrasonic images as described in Bercoff et al’s study (2004b) (figure 1(B)). The
axial displacements induced in soft tissues by the shear wave propagation were estimated by
cross-correlating successive ultrasound images. Thanks to a time-of-flight algorithm, a map
of the local shear group velocity was obtained. The resulting velocity field was a broadband
spectrum centered on 150 Hz to 200 Hz depending on the sample, and a low pass filter at
400 Hz was used in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Assuming the medium to be
purely elastic, infinite, locally isotropic and homogeneous, a local and quantitative estimation
of the shear modulus μ was made from the shear velocity (cs) in the whole image region, except
in the source zone, using the formula: μ = ρc2

S , where the volumic mass ρ was assumed to
be a constant and equal to 1000 kg m−3.

Finally, three successive Mach cones were created at three different lateral positions
(transducer numbers 32, 64, 96) to provide a stiffness map of the whole image region by
combining the data (Tanter et al 2008) (figure 1(C)).

The stiffness mapping was achieved every minute. A region of interest (ROI) was chosen
and the shear modulus of the sample was computed as the median of the local values in the
ROI. A typical example is presented in figure 1(C).

2.4. Experiments

Four different cases were studied.

Case 1: Temperature dependence of the shear modulus. The aim of this part was to assess
variations of the shear modulus with temperature for different organs. First, the three bovine
liver samples were slowly heated at 67 ◦C (liver 1), 55 ◦C (liver 2) or 50 ◦C (liver 3) and then
cooled back (temperature rate of 0.3 ◦C min−1, total time to heat equal to 144 min, 120 min
and 103 min, respectively). In the same time, stiffness maps were computed every minute.
Second, seven samples extracted from seven different bovine muscles were slowly heated and
cooled back. The saline bath was heated from 25 ◦C to 70 ◦C by steps of 10 ◦C high and
20 min long and then cooled back at room temperature following the same steps resulting
in a temperature rate in the sample equal to 0.3 ◦C min−1. Stiffness was assessed along the
muscular fibers every minute (‘longitudinal shear modulus’).

Case 2: Influence of tissue anisotropy. To quantify the influence of tissue anisotropy, four
samples, extracted from four out of the previous bovine muscles, were submitted to the same
thermal conditions as in case 1, but stiffness was assessed perpendicularly to the muscular
fibers (‘transversal shear modulus’).

Case 3: Stiffness irreversibility. To identify temperature thresholds above which stiffness
changes are irreversible, four samples extracted from four different bovine muscles were
submitted to successive heating-and-cooling cycles. The water was slowly heated from
25 ◦C to a targeted temperature, kept at this temperature for 20 min and cooled back at
25 ◦C for 20 min resulting in a temperature rate in the sample equal to 0.3 ◦C min−1. This
pattern was successively applied for the following targeted temperatures: 30 ◦C, 40 ◦C, 50 ◦C,
60 ◦C and 70 ◦C. In the same time, the longitudinal shear modulus was assessed every minute.
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Case 4: Relationship between thermal dose and stiffness change. To study the combined
effect of time and temperature, four samples extracted from three different bovine muscles were
heated with temperature and time conditions corresponding to cumulative thermal doses about
hundred times bigger than the threshold of cellular necrosis for muscle (240 min (Meshorer
1983)). The cumulative thermal dose was calculated as defined by Sapareto and Dewey
(1984):

CEM43◦C(t) =
∑

ti<t

R43−T (i)(ti − ti−1) (2)

where T (i) = Ti+Ti−1

2 is the average of the temperatures at the successive instants ti−1 and ti
and R is an empirical value that depends on the temperature (R = 0 for T(i) < 39 ◦C, R = 0.25
for 39 ◦C < T(i) < 43 ◦C, R = 0.5 for T(i) > 43 ◦C). In the same time, stiffness was assessed
along muscular fibers.

2.5. Effect of fluid transfers on tissue elasticity

To explore if blood and fat loss as well as water perfusion in the sample bias or delay the
thermal injury of the tissue, two samples extracted from one bovine muscle were heated and
cooled down following the previous steps. One was placed directly into the saline bath as
explained previously and the other was placed into a hermetic plastic box in order to avoid the
transfer of fluids between the saline bath and the sample.

3. Results

3.1. Reproducibility, spatial and inter-sample variances

The standard deviation of the shear modulus, for five successive SSI assessments at 25 ◦C, was
at most 2.1% of the measured value (table 1). According to this variability, elasticity changes
higher than ± 2.1% should be due to other reasons than the SSI method.

The spatial standard deviation of the shear modulus in the ROI selected on the stiffness
map (see figure 1(C)) was less than 1.2% for liver tissues and was in the 11–50% range for
muscular tissues (table 1). This spatial variance was affected by temperature: it was slightly
smaller at 50 ◦C than at 25 ◦C for most of the samples (table 1).

The average shear modulus of the three liver samples, before heating, was equal to
3.4 kPa. The average longitudinal shear modulus at 25 ◦C of the bovine muscles was equal to
78 kPa (N = 7 different muscles), whereas the average transversal shear modulus at 25 ◦C was
equal to 33 kPa (N = 4 different muscles). The standard deviation of the spatially averaged
shear modulus between different samples was called the inter-sample standard deviation. For
the three liver samples, it was equal to ± 0.5 kPa, i.e. ± 15% of the mean value (table 1).
The inter-sample standard deviation of the shear moduli of bovine muscles before heating
was equal to ± 27 kPa (±35%) for measurements along the fibers and ± 21 kPa (± 63%) for
measurements perpendicular to fibers (table 1). According to these huge variances, normalized
values (shear modulus/shear modulus at 25 ◦C) are used below for muscular tissue.

Case 1: Temperature dependence of the shear modulus. Stiffness changes induced by heating
were different for liver tissue and muscular tissue. The shear modulus of liver tissue was almost
constant during heating up to 45 ◦C and then exponentially increased. While cooling back the
samples, the shear modulus decreased for liver 1 (−16%) but increased for liver 2 and liver 3
(+36% and +74%, respectively; figure 2).
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Figure 2. Evolution of the shear modulus with temperature for three samples extracted from one
bovine liver. Error bars represent the spatial variance of the shear modulus in the ROI.

Table 1. Typical relative standard deviations of shear modulus at 25 ◦C and 50 ◦C. The standard
deviation of the SSI assessment quantifies the reproducibility of the stiffness measurement for
five successive estimates made before heating (at 25 ◦C). The standard deviation in the ROI
quantifies the structural heterogeneity of the medium. Values are given at 25 ◦C and 50 ◦C. The
inter-sample standard deviation quantifies the variability of the spatially averaged shear modulus
between different samples. Values are given at 25 ◦C and 50 ◦C.

Sample Relative standard deviation of the shear modulus

Of the SSI Between different
estimates In the ROI samples

At 25 ◦C At 50 ◦C At 25 ◦C At 50 ◦C

Liver 1 0.5% 1.2% 0.2%
15% 23%

Liver Liver 2 1.8% 0.3% 0.1%
N = 3 N = 3Liver 3 0.2% 1.1% 0.6%

Muscle Muscle 1 0.6% 20.6% 15.7%
35% 49%Assessment Muscle 2 1.4% 11.3% 23.4%
N = 7 N = 7along the fibers Muscle 3 2.1% 33.9% 34.3%

Muscle Muscle 1 0.6% 17.7% 46.1%
Assessment Muscle 2 1.6% 49.5% 46.6% 63% 51%
perpendicular Muscle 3 0.9% 38.7% 29.9% N = 4 N = 4
to the fibers Muscle 4 1.0% 40.2% 31.4%

The shear modulus of muscular tissue changed by heating and four phases were identified:
the normalized shear modulus linearly decreased with temperature up to 43 ◦C with a change
of slope at about 37 ◦C (−2.5% ◦C−1 up to 37 ◦C and −2.0% ◦C−1 between 37 ◦C and
43 ◦C) and then it exponentially decreased up to 57 ◦C. Finally, it exponentially increased up to
64 ◦C (figure 3).

During cooling, the behavior depended on the ratio between the shear modulus at the end
of heating and the shear modulus before heating (at 25 ◦C). If the ratio was superior to 0.86,
the shear modulus increased during cooling (figure 4(A)) and the final stiffness was bigger
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Figure 3. Evolution of the normalized shear modulus along the muscular fibers (‘longitudinal
shear modulus’) during heating for seven bovine muscles. Four phases are identified: the shear
modulus linearly decreases up to 43 ◦C with a change of slope at 37 ◦C (phases 1 and 2), then it
exponentially decreases up to 57 ◦C (phase 3) and finally it exponentially increases until the end
of the heating (phase 4).

than the initial one. If the ratio was smaller than 0.81, the shear modulus did not change during
cooling and the medium was finally softened (figure 4(B)). To better explain this pattern, two
additional experiments were made on two samples extracted from one muscle (different from
the previous ones). One sample was heated up to 66 ◦C following the protocol described in
section 2 and the other was heated and kept at 66 ◦C until the shear modulus reached 90% of the
initial value at the end of the heating (it corresponded to heating for 50 min in this case). The
shear modulus increased during cooling for the former sample, whereas it remained constant
for the latter. No case was reported between 0.81 and 0.86. It should be noticed that, for all
the cases, the stiffness changes were irreversible as the final stiffness was different from the
initial value.

Case 2: Effects of anisotropy. The transversal shear modulus before heating (at 25 ◦C) was
1.80 ± 0.19 times smaller than the longitudinal shear modulus assessed on the same sample
at 25 ◦C. The transversal shear modulus exhibited almost the same general behavior than the
longitudinal shear modulus. However, contrary to the longitudinal shear modulus, only three
phases were identified: the shear modulus linearly decreased up to 43 ◦C at a rate equal to
−2% ◦C−1, then exponentially decreased up to 57 ◦C and finally exponentially increased with
increasing temperature (figure 5). It should be noted that the temperature thresholds were
the same as those identified for the longitudinal shear modulus. As previously noted for the
longitudinal shear modulus, two cool down behaviors were observed depending on the shear
modulus at the end of the heating.

Case 3: Reversibility–irreversibility of stiffness changes. The goal was here to identify a
potential temperature threshold above which stiffness changes are irreversible. Four samples
were submitted to successive warm up and cool down cycles, from 20 ◦C to 70 ◦C by steps of
10 ◦C high and 20 min long. For two out of the four samples, the shear modulus decreased
when heating up to 62 ◦C and then returned to a value close to the initial shear modulus during
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(A)

(B)

Figure 4. Evolution of the normalized shear modulus along the fibers during heating and cooling.
(A) At the end of the heating, stiffness was bigger than 86% of the initial value: the shear modulus
increased during cooling. (B) At the end of the heating, stiffness was smaller than 81% of the
initial value: the shear modulus was quasi constant during cooling.

cooling (figure 6(A)). These changes were not linear and the heating curves were different from
the cooling curves, which resulted in hysteresis loops. The coefficients driving the curves were
the same up to 62 ◦C, but the area between the curves increased with increasing temperature.
Above 62 ◦C, the shear modulus increased during cooling with a slope significantly bigger
than the previous ones, and the final shear modulus was significantly different from the initial
value (figure 6(A)). For the two other samples, hysteresis loops were observed up to 49 ◦C
and the area between the curves increased with increasing temperature, but above 49 ◦C, the
cooling curves significantly differed from the previous ones and there was no loop anymore:
the shear moduli at the end of the heating-and-cooling cycles decreased and were different
from the initial value. Above 62 ◦C, the shear modulus increased during heating and cooling
(figure 6(B)).

Case 4: Relationship between tissue stiffness and thermal dose. Four samples were heated at
different temperatures and different durations. The first sample was heated at 48 ◦C for 50 min,
the second sample was heated at 50.5 ◦C for 70 min, the third one at 51.5 ◦C for 53 min and
the last one was heated at 55 ◦C for 3 min. The cumulative thermal doses were equal to
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Figure 5. Evolution of the normalized shear modulus perpendicular to the muscular fibers
(‘transversal shear modulus’) during heating for four bovine muscles. Three phases are identified:
the shear modulus linearly decreases up to 43 ◦C (phase 1), then it exponentially decreases up to
57 ◦C (phase 2) and finally it exponentially increases until the end of the heating (phase 3).

2200, 20 000, 25 000, 49 000 min at 43 ◦C, respectively. The first sample should have been
heated for 12 h to achieve a value close to the other thermal doses, but the size of the resulting
data would be bigger than the capacity of the memory system. Because the thermal dose
is defined for temperatures above 39 ◦C, the shear modulus was normalized by the value at
39 ◦C to allow comparison between the samples (figure 7).

The changes of the shear modulus with the thermal dose were the same for all the samples
(figure 7). The normalized shear modulus linearly decreased with increasing thermal dose up
to 20 min at a rate of −1.5% min−1, then exponentially decreased up to 5000 min, and finally
slowly decreased and even stabilized excepted for the 55 ◦C line.

3.2. Effect of fluid transfers on tissue elasticity

Blood and fat loss increased above 50 ◦C. Comparison between the sample heated in the saline
bath with the one heated in the box showed that stiffness decreased at different rates between
25 ◦C and 43 ◦C (−0.01% ◦C−1 in water versus −0.02% ◦C−1 in the box). However, the
difference was smaller than the spatial variance.

4. Discussion

In the context of thermal ablation of tumors, the prediction of in vivo heat-induced changes
remains problematic. Hence, there is a need to better understand the effects of temperature on
soft tissues stiffness.

The present study aimed (1) to quantify and explain the variations of the shear modulus
of both isotropic and anisotropic tissues during controlled hyperthermia using the supersonic
shear imaging (SSI) ultrasonic method, (2) to study the relationship between stiffness changes
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(A)

(B)

Figure 6. Evolution of the shear modulus for successive warm up and cool down cycles. Cycle
number i: point number ‘i’ is the end of heating, point number ‘i’ ’ is the end of cooling. Two
different behaviors are observed: (A) the evolution of the shear modulus is quasi reversible up to
62 ◦C; (B) the evolution of the shear modulus is not reversible above 49 ◦C.

and thermal dose and (3) to identify temperature thresholds of irreversible stiffness changes,
for further clinical applications.

4.1. Reproducibility, spatial and inter-sample variances

The variance of the SSI assessment was small enough (<2.1%) to provide a very accurate
evaluation of local liver and muscle stiffness. This good reproducibility enables us to quantify
stiffness heterogeneity in the image and small stiffness changes under thermal constraints.

The shear modulus of liver tissues before heating (at room temperature) was in the range
of data reported in the literature (Kruse et al 2000, Kiss et al 2009). The spatial variance of
the shear modulus into the region of interest was very small (<1.2%) showing that bovine liver
is a quite homogeneous and isotropic medium. The inter-sample variance (samples extracted
from the same liver in this case) was moderate (<23%) but much bigger than the spatial
variance. The samples were not tested the same day, which could explain this variability.
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Figure 7. Combined influence of temperature and time for four bovine muscles: evolution of the
shear modulus as a function of the cumulative thermal dose (CEM 43 ◦C)

The shear moduli of bovine muscular tissues assessed using SSI (between 17 kPa and
128 kPa) were bigger than previous values assessed using magnetic resonance elastography
(between 20 kPa and 70 kPa) (Kruse et al 2000, Wu et al 2001). This is probably due to
the variability of the mechanical properties between skeletal muscles due to the different
anatomical location, the organization of the muscular fibers or fat infiltration. The high spatial
variance of the shear modulus into the region of interest for muscular tissue (11–50%) was
typical of a highly structured and heterogeneous medium. This spatial variability is not due to
the variability of the method (<2.1%) but to anatomical reasons: the number, the orientation
and the organization of the muscular fibers or fat quantity infiltrated are not homogeneous in a
muscle, so that the shear modulus, linked to the muscular structure, is not the same for several
samples extracted from different regions of the same muscle. Moreover, according to the
inter-sample standard deviation of the shear modulus for muscular tissues (variance between
samples extracted from different muscles in this case), normalized values were needed to
compare the results between samples.

4.2. Temperature dependence of the shear modulus

Soft tissue stiffness is strongly affected by temperature changes. However, these dynamic
variations differ from one organ to the other.

First, three samples extracted from one bovine liver were studied. During heating, their
shear modulus was almost constant up to 45 ◦C and exponentially increased above 45 ◦C. The
shear modulus decreased for one sample which was very stiff at the end of the heating phase,
but increased for the two others (figure 2). However, the small number of liver specimens in
the present study does not allow claiming firm conclusions concerning the behavior during
cooling. For all samples, the final shear modulus differed from the initial value showing
that heating bovine liver tissues above 45 ◦C generates irreversible stiffness changes. Very
few papers have already studied the thermal effects on the elastic properties of liver tissues.
However, thermal changes in the complex Young’s modulus of porcine livers, assessed by
mechanical dynamic compression tests, were previously observed at 60 ◦C (Kiss et al 2009).
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The modulus of compression (K) is not expected to be affected by heating, so changes of
Young’s modulus correspond to changes of shear modulus.

Secondly, the effects of temperature on seven bovine muscle samples (rump roast beef)
were quantified. Heating bovine muscular tissues induced a linear decrease of the shear
modulus up to 45 ◦C, with a small change of the slope at 37 ◦C, then the shear modulus
exponentially decreased up to 57 ◦C and finally exponentially increased. The global stiffness
changes are consistent with previous studies (Kruse et al 2000, Wu et al 2001) (same rate of
decrease −1.4 kPa ◦C−1 with an initial shear modulus equal to 70 kPa), but they are not linear
contrary to Wu et al ‘s previous observations with MRE (2001). This difference is due to the
frame rate of the imaging techniques that here enables the assessment of more subtle changes:
one assessment per minute in the present study (real time frame rate could be provided using
the SSI technique but would result in huge data sets) versus one assessment every 5 min with
MRE. One should also note that the shear wave frequency is different for the two elastography
modalities (500 Hz with MRE versus bandwidth of 100 Hz to 400 Hz with SSI).

The linear decrease of stiffness up to 60 ◦C was previously explained by collagen unfolding
and the increase of stiffness above 60 ◦C was explained by collagen denaturation (Wu et al
2001). Obviously, intermediate changes are observed in the present study that cannot be
explained by collagen denaturation. These changes could be explained by other proteins’
denaturation processes that were listed in previous studies.

4.3. Proteins in muscles

There are three different types of proteins in muscles (Tornberg 2005). First, myofibrillar
proteins represent 50 to 55% of the protein content of muscles. These proteins especially
include myofilamentous fibrous proteins myosin (alpha-helical structure) and actin. Then,
sarcoplasmic proteins (mainly globular proteins) represent 30 to 35% of the protein content.
Finally, collagen located in the connective tissues represents 10 to 15% of the protein content.
Collagen is a specific 3D triple helix stabilized by H-bonds.

All these proteins are modified by heating. Above 30 ◦C, myosin and collagen unfold.
Then, sarcoplasmic proteins aggregate between 40 ◦C and 60 ◦C (Hamm 1977, Tornberg 2005),
which leads to the destruction of cell membranes and consequently to myosin aggregation
(Tornberg 2005, Xiong and Brekke 1990). Following myosin aggregation, myosin gelation
begins at about 45 ◦C (Tornberg 2005, Xiong and Brekke 1990). Above 53 ◦C, collagen H-
Bonds are broken and consequently collagen is modified from the 3D-helical state to a random-
like structure (Tornberg 2005, Wright and Humphrey 2002). In parallel, longitudinal shrinkage
of myofibrils is observed because of myosin gelation and the absence of membranes constraints
(Tornberg 2005). Finally, sarcoplasmic proteins gelation and longitudinal shrinkage of
collagen fibers are observed above 60 ◦C (Lepetit 2007, 2008, Tornberg 2005, Wright and
Humphrey 2002, Wu et al 2001). Thus, at 60 ◦C, all the proteins, excepted actin, are denatured.

4.4. Protein denaturation and changes of tissue stiffness

By reporting the theoretical temperatures of protein denaturation (Tornberg 2005) on the
graph that represents the variation of the shear modulus with temperature, the phases that were
identified for the shear modulus variations could be explained (figure 8). One should note that
this is a descriptive and an associative study.

• First phase (25–37 ◦C): the shear modulus linearly decreases due to the myosin and
collagen unfolding process, which tends to soften the medium.
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Figure 8. Thermal changes of the longitudinal and transversal shear moduli of bovine
muscle and comparison with theoretical temperature thresholds of protein denaturation
(Tornberg 2005).

• Second phase (37–43 ◦C): the shear modulus linearly decreases at a rate slightly smaller.
This can be explained by the beginning of myosin aggregation, which tends to stiffen the
medium.

• Third phase (43–57 ◦C): the shear modulus exponentially decreases. At the beginning,
the shear modulus hugely decreases with temperature, which can be explained by myosin
gelation that is known to soften the medium. In contrast, the shrinkage of myofibrils and
collagen denaturation tends to stiffen the media, so that the shear modulus is stabilized at
the end of this phase.

• Last phase (above 57 ◦C): the shear modulus increases due to the combined effect of
myofibrilar shrinkage and collagen shrinkage which both stiffen the medium.

4.5. Effect of anisotropy

Before heating, the transversal shear modulus was 1.80 ± 0.19 times smaller than the
longitudinal one, which is consistent with previous studies (Kruse et al 2000, Wu et al 2001)
and anatomical knowledge.

To our knowledge, this study is the first that describes in detail the temperature dependence
of the transversal shear modulus of bovine tissues. The stiffness changes perpendicular to the
fibers (transversal shear modulus) were similar to those along the fibers (longitudinal shear
modulus). However, the rate of linear decrease is slightly smaller than the one noted for the
longitudinal shear modulus (−2.0% ◦C−1 versus −2.5% ◦C−1), probably because myofibrils
are constrained by the neighboring ones in that direction. Furthermore, the change of slope at
37 ◦C due to myosin aggregation is not visible perpendicular to fibers.
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4.6. Cool down behavior

The behavior of muscular tissues during cooling is driven by the shear modulus at the end of
the heating; if it was at least equal to 86% of the initial value (shear modulus at 25 ◦C, before
heating), muscular tissues were stiffened during cooling, but if it was smaller than 81% of the
initial shear modulus, the shear modulus was stable during cooling. This original pattern was
reproducible and was observed in both the longitudinal and the transversal plane. To better
explain this pattern, two additional experiments, made on one muscle, revealed that it did not
depend on the maximal temperature, which was the same between the two samples, but it
depended on heating duration. Thus, with these conditions of time and temperature, and for
the samples that reached a shear modulus at the end of the heating that was smaller than 81%
of the initial value, there were probably not enough H-bonds broken to change the structure
of the connective tissues. In contrast, for the samples that reached 86% of the initial stiffness,
the rate of collagen denaturation may be sufficient to change the structure of the connective
tissues and make the whole sample free to shrink.

4.7. Reversibility/irreversibility of stiffness changes

To identify temperature thresholds for irreversible changes of stiffness during heating, four
samples were submitted to successive warm up and cool down cycles, from 20 ◦C to 70 ◦C. For
half of the samples, the coordinates of the point at the end of each cycle were approximately
the same up to 62 ◦C, showing that stiffness changes were reversible in this region, which
was already noted in the literature (Wu et al 2001). But in contrast, for half of the samples,
the final stiffness significantly differed from the initial value after heating at 49 ◦C and return
at 25 ◦C. Hence, irreversible changes can occur for temperatures between 40 ◦C and 49 ◦C,
which is probably due to myosin gelation. For all the samples, the evolution of the shear
modulus clearly changes above 62 ◦C, which corresponds to collagen denaturation (Lepetit
et al 2000, Wall et al 1999, Wright and Humphrey 2002). The heating and cooling curves
were different, which is typical of viscoelastic media. Moreover, the area between the two
curves increased with increasing temperature up to 49 ◦C, showing that the entropy of the
system was increasing during heating. This phenomenon was previously noted for rubber-like
materials (Lawton 1954), but this is, to our knowledge, the first illustration of the phenomenon
for muscular tissue.

4.8. Relationship between tissue stiffness and thermal dose

It has been well documented that multiple combinations of time and temperature conditions
could reach to the same thermal injuries of tissues (Chen and Humphrey 1998, Dewey
1994, Dewhirst et al 2003). Especially, the heating time would logically decrease with
increasing temperature to reach thermal isoeffects. To take into account the combined effects
of temperature and time, Sapareto and Dewey (1984) proposed an empiric scale of time
representing the time of heating at 43 ◦C (CEM 43 ◦C), which was latter used to express safety
criteria for clinical hyperthermia treatments.

Four samples were heated with different temperature and time conditions. The
temperatures of heating were chosen in the range of temperatures for hyperthermia (48 ◦C,
50.5 ◦C, 51.5 ◦C and 55 ◦C) and the heating duration was chosen to reach cumulative thermal
doses ten to hundred times bigger than the threshold of muscular tissue necrosis (Meshorer
et al 1983).

Of particular interest is the relationship found between the changes of tissue stiffness and
the thermal dose: the stiffness changes as a function of the thermal dose were the same for all
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the samples, even if the time profile of temperature was very different for each experiment.
This confirms the time–temperature equivalency principle for ex vivo tissue stiffness. First,
the shear modulus linearly decreased up to 20 min probably due to myosin and collagen
unfolding processes, then it collapsed from 20 min to 5000 min which may correspond to
myosin gelation, and finally it was stabilized until the end of the experiment (figure 7). As
stiffness does not increase at the end of the experiments, collagen denaturation seems not
to appear in spite of high thermal doses. However, the experiments presented in figure 7
were performed at temperatures below 60 ◦C which is the temperature threshold for collagen
denaturation (Tornberg 2005). Thus, absolute temperature thresholds may have to be reached
independently of the heating time to denaturate proteins. Unfortunately, it was not possible to
impose a 60 ◦C temperature constraint in a very short time (9 s) using our experimental setup
to achieve the targeted thermal dose. Of course, one should also keep in mind that the present
study was conducted in vitro so that the concept of thermal dose linked to cellular death is
rather meaningless.

Effect of fluid transfers on tissue elasticity. Blood and fat loss as well as water perfusion
in the sample were found not to bias or delay the thermal injury of the tissue. Indeed, an
experiment was conducted to quantify if potential transfers of fluids between the sample
and the surrounding saline bath could affect stiffness during the experiment. Two samples
extracted from one bovine muscle were heated and cooled down, one was placed directly into
the saline bath as explained in section 2 and the other was placed into a hermetic plastic box.
It was observed that fluid loss (blood and fat) increased above 50 ◦C. Stiffness changes with
heating were slightly different between the two samples, especially the decrease rates were
different between 25 ◦C and 43 ◦C (−0.01% ◦C−1 into water versus −0.02% ◦C−1 into the
box), but the difference was smaller than the spatial variance, so that the contact with water
does not significantly influence stiffness changes with temperature.

To conclude, the study provides significant improvement in the description of thermal
effects on soft tissues mechanical properties. In particular, thermal effects on stiffness were
shown to be completely different between liver tissue and muscular tissue of bovines. Changes
in liver stiffness are observed only after a temperature threshold (T > 45 ◦C). In contrast,
thermal effects on muscle stiffness are much more complex. A descriptive and associative
model, which takes into account tissue anisotropy, is proposed in this study, based on the
thermal effects on muscular proteins reported in the literature. A significant decrease of
muscle stiffness is induced even by low-temperature hyperthermia regimes. In this low
temperature range (T < 43 ◦C), stiffness changes are found to be reversible and linear, with
a slope linked to tissue-dependent parameters. Between 43 ◦C and 60 ◦C, stiffness decreases
but its variation is not linear anymore, and irreversible stiffness changes may occur due to
myosin gelation. Finally, above 60 ◦C, a strong irreversible increase of stiffness is observed,
corresponding to collagen denaturation. After a 6 h long heating and cooling process, the
final tissue stiffness could be either smaller or bigger than the initial one, depending on the
stiffness at the end of the heating. Another important result is that, for temperatures between
48 ◦C and 55 ◦C, the stiffness changes are directly linked to the cumulative thermal dose.
Blood and fat loss and water diffusion through the medium were found to have no effect on the
changes of stiffness with temperature. These patterns should be confirmed with experimental
conditions closer to the clinical HIFU treatments (local thermal effects, in vivo conditions,
human tissues). However, the study shows that ultrasound-based quantitative elastography
is sensitive to protein denaturation which gives promising prospects for the prediction and
monitoring of thermal effects on tissues using ultrasound. Finally, the stiffness changes as
a function of the thermal dose were the same for all samples, even if the time profile of
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temperature was very different for each experiment. This confirms the time–temperature
equivalency principle for ex vivo tissue stiffness. It also emphasizes that elasticity monitoring
could play a key role in the development of ultrasound-guided HIFU systems.
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